




Building Design
Building Concept & Volumes

In order to maximize visibility and sunlight orientation In order to maximize visibility and sunlight orientation 
the building was placed onto the terrain with a slight 
curve. This makes the concept stand out from other 
buildings on the island due to the fact that the building 
is pointing its volumes towards the magnificent views 
of the ocean, city and roads that surround it.

The project consists of 2 buildings. The left tower and The project consists of 2 buildings. The left tower and 
the right tower. 

The project has a total of 1700 sqm rentable floor 
space seperated over the 2 individual buildings.

The right tower has 2 layers (500 m2)+ 1 parking layer
The left tower has 4 layers (1200 m2)+ 1 parking layer 
  
The floors are 300 sqm leasable floor area. The floors are 300 sqm leasable floor area. 
Each floor has an additional 50 sqm for elevators, 
stairs, restrooms and ICT department. (service)

There are 2 seperate buildings to rent. The left wing 
and the right wing of the project. 

Tenants could lease the right or left tower seperately or 
lease the entire project. 

Modern, sustainable and green architectureModern, sustainable and green architecture

In order to give the building a futuristic and natural feelIn order to give the building a futuristic and natural feel-
ing to it, our design team has put gardens in, through, 
around and ontop of the buildings. Combined with 
modern architectural design and energy friendly design 
this building will become an example for others. The 
idea of the building is to provide extra luxury and com-
fort while reaching a higher level of sustainability and 
obtaining LEED certification. Through the use of green 
architecture throughout the building, high open spaces 
will be created where employees can relax during 
lunch and enjoy the marvelous views and be surround-
ed by a natural environment within the building itself.



Building Design
Unique and monumental design



Building Design
Luxurious and comfortable office space and interior design



Building Design
Steel construction



Phase 1 500 m2
2 floors + parking + terraces

Phase 2 1200 m2 
4 floors + parking + tarraces 

Tenants will be able to rent seperate floors and seperate buildings depending on 
their company profile and corporate identity preferences. The design of the steel 
structure and floors provide the possibility to adapt to each tenant.

1700 m2
Large lobby + 2 long floors +  2 high floors + terraces

Phased Development

Combined Development



Building Performance
Green building is on the rise around the world, through a mix of voluntary certification and man-
datory requirements.

Performance Glass curtain wall.

Solarscreen Low-E (VE) Insulating Glass (example )
VE 3-2M ( With or Withouth Argon fill )

Performance Data
Metric | English   Product Code    View Legend VE 3-2M
Transmittance   Visible Light 35% Solar Energy 17%  U-V*  4%

Reflectance  
Visible Light-Exterior 6% Visible Light-Interior 10% Solar Energy 12%
NFRC U-Value  Winter 0.29 Btu/(hr x sqft x °F)
Summer 0.26 Btu/(hr x sqft x °F) European U-Value  ( 1,2/1,5)
Shading CoefficientShading Coefficient 0.28 Relative Heat Gain 59 Btu/(hr x sqft)
Solar Factor (SHGC) 0.24 LSG

The glass wall performance will be increased with 3 main principals
1. High insulating Value keeping cool air inside warm air out
2. Low/E Values reflecting suns radiation.
3. Blocking the suns direct contact by using Louvres outside 
without losing visibility



Building Performance
Performance and specifications of roof and ceilings

Various styles of ceiling available.( Must meet energy and Leed standards ) 
We work with metal grid systems for optimal use of airconditioning and lighting programmes

Daylight harvesting and lighting

To efficiently light the building much sunlight will be harves-
ted by using the sunlight curacao has an abundance of. ted by using the sunlight curacao has an abundance of. 
To regulate light usage and monitor of there is sufficient 
lighting in a space automation sensors will be placed in the
building to regulate and efficiently turn artificial lighting on 
or off. The artificial lighting system will consume low energy
by use of LED-lighting. 



Building Performance
Energy plans, efficiency and usage.

1 Energy saving. 

Through the design and installations of the proposed building alot of unwanted energyloss will Through the design and installations of the proposed building alot of unwanted energyloss will 
be prevented. The main reason for the building to perform better is because of the fact that all 
energy saving and consuming aspects are taken into consideration in the building design, con-
struction and usage phases. It is our goal to design, build and provide a product of the future 
which will be better for the environment, and have much lower energy consumption per square 
meters than conventional buildings on Curacao ensuring the satisfaction of our tenants. 

2 Energy plans

The building and site have many possibilities for a solar energy plan. If the tenant wishes renew-
able energy systems. A solar energy panel system can be installed on the roofs of the building. 
This can be done in cooperation with DREM.nv so the price and/or Lease agreement can be ad-
justed to such. A solar energy system is ideal for any office noting that office hours are during 
the day when the sun is bright on curacao. 


